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Elementary-age children begin classes at Wright State 
By CAROL A. HOWEU. 
Guardian Associate Writer 
The Saturday Morning Enrich-
ment Program for elementary 
school-age children will begin 
March 8. 
The program features over 30 
classes ranging in topic from 
drawing, painting, and film pro 
on Saturday mornings between 
9:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m., and run 
for ten weeks starting March 8. 
said program director. Verna 
Graves, who is assistant to the 
dean in (he WSU College of 
Continuing and Community Edu-
cation. 
Seventeen classes will also be 
(taction. to the academic-oriented offered at Barmes Junior High 
subjects of creative writing. School in Kettering, Graves said, 
math, and languages. Participation in the program 
CLASSES MEET in Miilet Hall »ve,ages 4-500. Graves said. 
although she admitted the gas 
shortage may "hurt attendance in 
the Spring session. 
"T'tHNGS LOOK pretty good 
so far in registration, she said, 
"at least ten courses are filled." 
Most of the participants are in 
Kindergarten through sixth 
grade, even though there are 
classes for 7th »nd 8th graders, 
Graves said. "After that we are 
competing with music lessons and 
extracutricular activities." she 
explained. 
"The average size of a class is 
fifteen". Graves said, but the size 
is limited by how many an 
instructor feels he/she can han-
dle. "Some classes lend them-
selves to a larger size.". Graves 
said, citing a writing class that 
may have a limit of fifteen, while 
the outdoors nature course can 
handle as many as thirty. 
WHEN A CERTAIN class is in 
big demand, sometimes the in-
structor will offer to create 
another section. Graves said. 
Art-re'.ated courses seem to be 
some of the most popular within 
the program. Graves said. "And 
anything in math or study skills 
goes well with the parents." 
"Children enjoy simple exper-
iments...and all of our language 
skills »o very well." Graves said. 
(See -ELEMENTARY' page 2) 
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RTA plans voter drive 
to get WSU support 
By MIKE MILLER 
Guardian Suff Writer 
Miami Valley Regional Transit 
Authority officials are planning a 
voter registration drive at Wright 
State on March 10, U, and 12. to 
promote a proposal which would 
expand their service to WSU. 
The proposed service would 
require Montgomery County to 
pay a one-half of one percent 
sales tax. However. Ronald 01-
diges, associate director of Pur-
chasing and Transportation, 
claims that the jdvantages of the 
proposal far outnumber its disad-
vantages. 
IN A memorandum, Oldiges 
acknowledged several benefits fo 
the proposed service. He said that 
the RTA service will provide a! 
least a service equal to the 
current Third and Murray shuttle 
system. 
By eliminating the Third and 
Murray shuttle. Oldiges claims. 
WSU could save between J25.000 
and SJO,000 a year. 
This estimate includes the 
opeiating costs for the shuttle 
along with the cost of gasoline for 
the buses-which involve.' ^=iriy 
5.000 gallons of gas per year. 
OLDIGES CONTINUED "Al-
though RTA officials indicate 
their present Project Mobility 
service is operating at maximum 
capacity, an eventual shift of all 
WSU handicapped students who 
reside in Montgomery County 
from the WSU Handicapped 
Transportation Shuttle to 12TA. is 
anticipated." 
Oldiges added that another 
S25,000to $30,000 could be saved 
by alleviating this service also. 
WSU could incur a S60.000 
savings, if both the Third and 
Murray nnd the Handicipped 
Transportation Shuttles are both 
discontinued. 
BOB FRANCIS, director of 
Campus and Planning and Opera-
tions. said, "The money subsi-
dized for the Third and Murray 
bus is payed for by the students 
through the purchasing of park-
ing decals. 
Since parking decal holders are 
supporting the shuttle buses, we 
will be able to fund parking lot 
improvements without raising 
parking decal prices if this 
proposal is instituted." 
Oldiges said -he saving* for 
Raider dream of going all the way dies 
By BOBCANADY 
Guanlli n Spirts Editor 
Wright State's d»*arr, of -in-
ning a national cbai<,pk*nship this 
yesr was destroyed by Earttrn 
Illinois Friday night 74-63. 
The Raiders entered the toum-
aissat as the number oat team hi 
tit* Great Lakes, vvtth a record of 
24-2. Eastern was 21-0 end 'he 
number three team in the toutn-
•MR*. 
ALL THE talk all season long 
»bcut going all the way «o the 
final four in Springfield came to 
aa abrupt end. The atmosphere 
on campus Friday was unbelieve-
able. 
Everything else was put aside 
aad basJtetbcll was the prime 
subject of discussion everywhere. 
Students cs the cafeteria, Rath-
skeller. pinbiil room, and various 
lounges re re ta&ing amongst 
themsd/cs about the sfxiwdowo 
with Eastern. 
THE COMMENTS by 
Eastern's head coach. Don Eddy, 
about the P.E. building were well 
known to most of the student 
body. 
Even some professors put 
aside class material for a few 
minutes to make • few comments 
about the game. 
By game time everyone was 
ready, ibe P.E. budding was 
filled to Ac rafters. The noise 
during pregame warmups and the 
player introductions was deaf-
ening. 
THE NOISE somehow seemed 
to get louder as the Raiders raced 
out to an early 12 point lead, and 
appeared as though they were 
going to run away with the game. 
However, it was at that time 
that head coach Ralph Underbill 
mode a move he had made 
ISM *AIDE*S- page ») 
students utilizing the RTA buses 
will be substantial. He noted that 
the present cost to reach WSU 
from 3rd and Main in Dayton is 75 
cents one-way (50 cents for the 
RTA bus. and 25 cents for the 
WSU Shuttle bus). 
TRANSFER CHARGES and 
zone fares may also be added to 
this cost when various non-direct 
boardign points are involved. 
The proposed RTA fare sche-
dule of 50 cents lor non-students 
and 35 cents for students who 
pre-purchase tickets will reduce 
their tiansportation cost by more 
than 50 percent. Oldiges noted. 
Handicapped and elderly per-
sonnel will be charged only 10 
cents to ride the bus one-way 
under the proposed plan. RTA 
also proposes to eliminate all 
transfer and zone fares. 
OLDIGES STATED that the 
proposed fares will enable a WSU 
student to make a round trip from 
ihr far ends of Montgomery 
County to WStJ and back for 70 
cents, or what he estimates as 
being the cost of one-half gallon 
| S ~ -RTA- page 3» 
—Tuesday 
Weather 
Cloudy today with showers 
and a high in the mid 40S. 
Rain tonight and Wednesday 
with a high of 40 degrees. 
Thought 
"The philosophers have 
only interpreted the world in 
various ways; the point. how-
ever. is to ctmge it. 
KariMan 
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Government helps out with RTA voter drive 
By MATT KENNEDY 
Guardian Staff Writer 
Student Government voted to 
cooperate in a voter registration 
drive, supporting a proposal that 
will increase RTA service to 
wsu. 
The proposal was brought to 
the group by Joanne Ervin, 
assistant director of Student 
Development. 
"I URGE Student Government 
to support this issue," said Ervin. 
RTA has been "planning a 
kick-off (drive) for voter registra-
tion" on March 10. 11. and 12. 
said Ervin. 
The proposal will be the only 
item on the April balloi, said 
Ervin. and will extend RTA 
service to Wright State. 
ERVIN SUGGESTED th« Stu 
dent Government should "also 
consider taking a stand" on the 
RTA proposal. 
"I think that we should defin-
itely support it." said Ralph 
Neherenz. business repre-
sentee." It would be a huge 
benefit to the community." 
Terry Burns, chairer of Student 
Development, said: "I think we 
should wait until we get (more) 
information" on the RTA pro-
posal. 
HE SAID he wanted Ervin to 
bring this before the group just so 
they "could think about support-
ing this." 
"1 would like to see the 
information come in" before 
Student Government decides. 
After some discussion. Student 
Government voted to support the 
voter registration drive. 
IT WAS also decided that 
Student Government would sup-
port the RTA proposal, and 
formed a sub-committee of four 
members: Burns. Neherenz. 
Brenda Walker, and Julie Wain-
scot!. 
The committee will write up a 
resolution supporting the RTA 
proposal and, when approved by 
Student Government, will be sent 
to the Journal Herald, the Dayton 
Daily News, the University 
Times. WWSU, and the 
Guardian. 
Burns stated that he will 
contact the student governments 
of the University of Dayton and 
Sinclair. Both have already said 
they support the RTA proposal. 
BURNS ALSO announced that 
he would be passing along 
information concerning the voter 
registration drive at a later date. 
The creation of the University 
appeal board was also discussed 
at the meeting. 
The board would, when com-
pleted. by a final method for 
students to appeal a grade after 
trying to go through their individ-
ual college. 
THERE HAVE been "several 
contraversial points." said Walk-
e ' . surrounding the wording of 
the functions of the board. 
There is a question as to "what 
can and can't be appealed" 
before the board, said Walker. 
Walker stated that there should 
be something solid set up in that 
area. 
"THE WAY it is now. a student 
could almost bring anything 
before it." said Walter. 
Walker announced that there 
will be two open hearings on the 
grade appeal board. The dates 
and times were not obtainable at 
this meeting. 
Burns made the announcement 
that a new University telephone 
system will be installed by March 
28. 
THERE WILL be training ses-
sions on the use of the new 
system on March 10. between 
12:10 and 1:20. and between 2:50 
and 4:00. and on March 12 
between 9:30 and 9:40. 
The need for the sessions is 
that there will be "a drastic 
change in the phone system," 
said Ervin. 
Neherenz commented that the 
new telephone system "must be 
one lifll of a system" if it takes 
two hours to learn how to use it. 
REPRESENTEES of the Om 
budstnen, ICC. and UCB spoke at 
the meeting, informing the com-
mittee what the groups were 
planning for spring quarter. 
Mike Moran. chairman of UCB. 
stated that they will be moving 
into a new Hollow Tree in a few 
days. 
The old Hollow Tree area will 
be turned into an activities area. 
UCB would like suggestions for 
kEI l? AL1. BECOME AW ARK OF RF.YF.'S SYNDROME 
The Flu season, or var ious symptoms i d e n t i f i e d as Flu. i s upon 
us in f u l l fo rce . The Flu i s a v i r i l d i s e a s e and, as such, war ran t s 
our spec ia l a t t e n t i o n because a very f a t a l c h i l d r e n ' s d i s e a s e , known 
as P.eye's (pronounced r i s e ) Syndrome, i s a s s o c i a t e d with v i r a l i n -
f e c t i o n s . Reye's S,-"drome, which has a m o r t a l i t y r a t e of over 40%, 
a f f e c t s ch i l d r en , and a l s o can fo l low i n f e c t i o n caused by cliickcn 
pox. upper r e s p i r a t o r y i l l n e s s , and o ther v i r a l i n f e c t i o n s . 
After the vir '. infection seemingly has run its course and the 
child appears to have recovered, Che following symptoms should be 
treated serious, and as the first indication of Reye's Syndrome. 
Parents should watch for symptoms, in the following order 
. PREQUK'.'T VOWING 
. LIS1LF.SSNESS 
. PERSONALITY CIIANCF. 
(SUCH AS IRRITABILITY. COMBAT1VENES.") 
DISORIENTATION. CONFUSION 
. DELIRIUM. CONVULSIONS 
Early diagnosis of Ri-ye's Syndrom; 1 s vitally important i f 
treatroeTi- is to be successful The disease was considered tt> be 
rare in yeArs past, bit the incidencc seems to be increasing. 
Further information about Reye's Syndrome can be obta ined by 
con tac t ing 
RATIONAL REYE'S SYNDROM?; FOUNDATION 
Dayton Area Chapter 
309 Orchard Drive 
Sayton, Ohio 45419 
(51S> 298-4669 
(513) 298-3757 
the use of the area. UC.B will be 
making the final recommenda-
tions for its use. 
MORAN ALSO announced that 
Ralph Nader will be speaking on 
April 15 in the main gym. free to 
the public. 
Student Government is plan-
ning to send a survey to alumnis, 
graduate students, seniors, and 
juniors concerning student com-
mencement . 
One of the items the survey will 
be asking is if they feel th.it the 
reading of the names should be 
dropped, or thai the speaker be 
dropped. 
IN CHARGE of the survey is 
the student commencement com-
mittee. 
"The committee wants to rid of 
the reading of the names." said 
Linda Wiggenhom. 
However, "some people want 
to get rid of the speaker." said 
Neherenz. 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT is 
planning a recognition banquet 
for former student government 
members, committee members, 
and outgoing members. 
The offer made by a business to 
see if Student Government want-
ed anti-Ted Kennedy T-shirts was 
a "no" vote. 
Elemen tary students 
begin WSU classes 
.,..n 
[continued from page /] 
IT ALMOST seemed like 
Graves was naming all of the 
program classes as favorites of 
the cnrollees. But she explained 
that some courses have had to be 
stopped due to lack of interest. 
To make sure the students arc 
anjoying the classes. Graves 
rccruits classroom observors. 
"For the most part, the observers 
are parents of students in our 
program," Graves said. "Their 
job is to observe the interest of 
the students and the instructor?, 
Wc want to be certain the 
children arc getting something 
out of it." 
Graves said many of the 
observors are also teachers. One 
parent and observer she ex-
plained, is a man from Springfield 
who comes every week with his 
three children. "He does a very 
good evaluation on the teachers." 
MANY OF THE students take 
more than one class, each of 
which costs anywhere from $25 to 
535 a piece. The classes are 
totally funded by those fees. 
Graves said. Often there is more 
than one child from a family 
taking the classes, too, Graves 
admitted. 
For information on enrolling a 
child you know in the program, 
call the WSU College of Continu-
ing and Community Education at 
873-2460. 
-V 
The p i n n a c l e of 
l u x u r i o u s o f f - « 
c a m p u s l i v i n g . 
Life at Miamiview 
puis you high above 
historic Grafton Hills, 
in the center ol 
Downtown Dayton's 
finest cultural and 
social attractions 
The Art Institute. ^ 
River Corridor and 
more are within sight 
Enjoy 24 hour emer-
gency maintenance 
service plus many 
other amenities Use 
of the Penthouse 
Party Room is free to 
all residents 1 bed-
room apts affordably 
priced for Wright 
State students and 
faculty Si90 and up. 
INCLUDES gas heat 
111 Grafton Ave. 
Dayton 
5 1 3 - 4 6 1 - 4 5 0 5 
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RTA plans WSU voter drive for upcoming levy 
[continued from page 11 
of gas. 
RTA officials have indicated 
Ihcre will be certain high-usage 
routes, which will justify imple-
menting a special e«prcss ser-
vice. 
Oldiges noted th»>t no commit-
ment on express routes has been 
made to WSU yet. however, they 
are a possibility. He said this 
service would result in a sub-
stantial time savings for most 
passengers. 
OLDIGES NOTED that there 
are additional unsubstantiated 
benefits. Firstly, there's the 
reduction of traffic congestion, -
particularly surrounding Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base and 
WSU during peak periods. 
Secondly, there would be less 
congestion on campus - allowing 
more parking spaces to be 
accessible to those who can't 
utilize public transportation 
Finally, a possibility of coor-
dinating the Greene County Tran-
sit with RTA departure and 
arrival times, thus allowing for 
quick and efficient accessibility to 
the entire area encompassing 
Greene and Montgomery Coun-
ties. 
RTA OFFICIALS point out that 
public transportation improves 
with its increased use and that 
additional services can be imple-
mented as usage permits. Oldiges 
noted that weekend and holiday 
service are still long-range possi-
bilities. 
Oldiges said that plans for all 
the WSU routes are not complete 
yet and that the Third and Murray 
route is the only definite course. 
Oldiges noted that a committee 
has been appointed to aid RT A in 
getting the proposal passed. Pat 
Marx, director of Handicapped 
Student Services, and Lorna 
Dawes, director for the Office of 
University and Community 
Events, have been named Co-
Chairers of the committee. 
MARX SAID the committee is 
simply a group of people that 
really hasn't fonned an actual 
formal committee yet. She said 
that four students, who are 
interested in joining the com-
mittee, have already signed up 
for membership. 
"There are a number of 
handicapped students from Mont-
gomery County that could really 
benefit from this proposed ser-
vice." Marx noted. "A lot of 
Handicapped students are hoping 
to take advantage of it." 
Oldiges said that RTA has 
three buses which posess hy-
draulic lifts to aid handicapped 
and elderly personnel in boarding 
the vehicles. 
HE ADDED. "Handicapped 
and elderly persons needing aid 
arc required to make reservations 
with RTA, so the bus will be 
prepared for their boarding." 
Marx stressed that the real 
"thrust" of her committee is to 
"push for vote registration. We 
think that the voter registration 
drive is our main function." 
Oldiges concluded his mem-
orandum by saying. "We believe 
the time for public transportation 
is now . Predictions of fuel prices 
soaring to $2.60 per gallon by the 
end of 1982 appear to be accurate. 
"THERE APPEARS to be 
nothing to lose and everything to 
gain for WSU students, facutly. 
and staff, if the countrywide 
transportation proposal is ac 
ceptcd." 
Letter writer urges students to respond to mailbox survey 
To the Editor 
During the first week of March 
you (The Student) will be receiv-
ing an opinion survey in your 
n-ailboxes. l"he objective of this 
opinion survey is to determine if 
you the student body are in favor 
of GENERAL PARKING. 
General Parking means com-
bining the current B & C decal 
zones into one general zone on a 
first-come-first serve basis. 
This will save you time in 
locating a space by being able to 
utilize all 3.300 .paces instead of 
one-hall that figure. 
This will further simplify the 
parking services system and thus 
New program guidlines proposed 
B» M. JACOB BLOOD 
Guardian Associate Writer 
Yesterday, at the Academic 
Council meeting, three proposals 
were put on notice for discussion 
and action at next month's 
meeting. 
Two of the proposals, one to 
form a standing University Bud-
get Review Committee, and the 
othei to establish guidelines and 
procedures in instituting new 
programs to hopefully avert 
faculty and student controversy, 
will *lso be discussed in the near 
future in ;he Ouadrennial Review 
Committee. 
DR. SHERWIN J. Klein, a 
member of the Ouadrennial Re-
view Committee, suggested that 
no discussion be taken by the 
Academic Council until the two 
proposals had been discussed by 
the Ouad Review Committee. 
The Quadrennial Review Com-
mittee is called every four years 
to reassess the faculty consti-
tution and by-laws. 
A third proposal, to reorganize 
and reconstitute the Universiy 
Appeals Board, was brought to 
the council's attention. One of the 
main features of the proposed 
new board is the jurisdiction of 
course grade appeals. 
OPEN MEETINGS on this 
proposal were announced for 
March 6 from 12 to 2 p.m. in the 
University Center room 04(, and 
on March 10 from 12 to 2 p.m. in 
the UC room 152 C. 
After the hearings and feed-
back ;"*om the faculty, the pro-
posal will be submitted to the 
Academic Council for action. 
help keep decal cos! down. 
The cost for an annual decal 
under the General Parking Pro-
posal would not exceed $40.00; 
full time quarterlv SIS 00 and 
part time quarterly $7.SO. Thai's 
not bad when you get what you 
pay for. 
It is my feeling many students 
that 1 have had conversation with 
that this proposal is a super idea. 
When we all suffer from the same 
ill of having to drive and needing 
a space to participate at WSU this 
proposal certainly seems viable. 
When there are over 14,000 
enrolled, faculty and staff and 
only 3,300 ipaces anyone who 
pays anything for parking close to 
campus has already paid for 
prime time parking space; to 
segment this further by selective 
space and price is pointless. 
I super urge and encourage you 
the student to participate in this 
opinion survey and have it your 
way. The Parking Services Com-
mittee and mvself would appreci 
ate your support and will operate 
on your opinion. 
Rock Hudson 
Parking Services Committee 
Student Government Repre-
sentive 
ENERGY. 
We can't 
afford to 
waste it. 
Country Style Living 
for the Serious Student 
two bedroom townhouses-$200-$245 
1,2,3 bedroom flats-$160-$290 
%hort-ter»n leases, newly remodeled, pcol. 
24 hr emergency maintenance, on site security 
private entrances, tots of green ai*» and balconies! Ouiet, £ 
spacious, and convenient, located on bus line. (5 min. from 70 & / 
75) (5 min. from 70 A 75) 
Hawthorne Hill North ^ 
3201 Valerie Arms 274-6344 t = J 
equal 
children welcome '• flats for handicapped •-housing opparnmitus 
The Daily Guardian is now in 
need of a limited number of 
reporters. The reporter must 
be available for approximately 
15 hours of work a week. 
Some reporting experience 
appreciated, but not necessary. 
Writing experience a must. 
APPLY IN PERSON 046 UC 
Opinion 
Raider season ends 
The men 's basketball season came to an abrupt hall over the 
weekend when the Raiders lost in the opening round of the Division 
II tournament to Eastern Illinois 
But while all hopes of a national championship failed, alt is not 
forgotten. The male Haiders had an outstanding year - the best ever 
for Wright State basketball. 
THE RECOUP of 25 and three included a win over Miami 
University, as well as a win over preseason favorite Armstrong 
Sute. The season ranged from the depths when Wright State was 
beaten by local rival Central State to the heights of a IS-point victory 
against Miami 
Certainly :he team and its followers should be proud of its 
accomplishments - particularly the ranking Wright Slate as number 
IT in the nation during he early part of the year. 
The majority of the team will return to Wright Stare next year. 
Hut for the seniors • particularly starters Bill Wilson and Steve 
Hartmgs • there is no next season |although Hartings may obtain an 
extra year of eligibility from the NCAA\. 
THESE MEN should he recognized and applauded for the fine 
contribution they both made to Rcider basketball - as should 
everyone who wore a Raider uniform onto the court this year. 
Hut don 't think the basketball season is over just yet. The 
women s team lost to the University of Dayton in the OAISW finals 
Saturday, but received an at large bid to the national tourney. 
The women also turned in a very good year, finishing 16 and 
seven • theii best year ever. 
THE UNIVERSITY should be proud - and the Cuarian is - of the 
outstanding athletic latent both teams showed this year. 
Eor the men. thanks for all the entertainment you provided this 
year, and good luck next year. 
And for the women, well done, and good luck in the nationals. 
W ° ® * * * * » W ^ V X \ W V V W V % V * \ \ \ \ W « V \ V \ \ \ V V 
Rike Halt but is it Art? 
Kike Hall is climbing skyward al its mammoth pace despite the 
concern that has been voiced about the lack of windows in its 
classrooms (a violation of Fairborn. not state, fire codes). 
Ohio controls the construction of the building Until the 
completion, when it is turned over to Wright State University for 
operation The state, in this case, has exempted itself from local 
fire codes. 
IN ITS present condition, however, there could be little question 
about its susceptibility to trapping students within closed 
classrooms during a fire. There are no classrooms. There arc no 
walls. There ar~ no ceilings. There arc no floors. 
To solve the debate over the fire safety of Rike Hall, now is the 
time to approach the National Endowment for the Arts for a grant 
to turn Rike Hali into the largest piece of temporary art this 
campus has ever seen 
We could use the money to build a new building (with 
windows), and in about a year we could tear down what we now 
have of Rike Hall. 
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Freshman has troubles 
By JAMES MILES 
Guardian Special Writer 
(Editor's note: The following was to appeared 
in the first fall quarter issue of the Guardian, to 
meet the 1980 crop of freshmen. However, due 
to personal problems on the part of the writer, 
which are too numerous to mention in anything 
shy of a full-length novel, it is several months 
late.) 
Advice about college is for freshmen, Advice 
about college can only be for freshmen. Anvone 
who has been at it for more than a year, and is 
still at it. obviously doesn't have the brains God 
gave a goose, with whom one can't rationally 
converse. 
ONLY FRESHMEN still have the ability to 
actually learn something, so there are a few 
things that you freshmen must know if you are 
to survive to become sophomores. (Or better 
yet. until you decide not to become sophomores 
and leave.) 
None of whav is about to be said is meant to 
alter the illusion you have that college is to 
prepare you fct inter life." which onlv 
freshmen have, but it is meant to supply you 
with some useful informstin for your upcoming 
four-year trip through Wonderland. 
First of all. a word to the wise about 
Unive.sity - relates problems. Or rather what is 
loosely termed, "getting help with Uni»ersity-
relate<1 problems." Forget it. The-c is no such 
thing. 
ANY UNfVERSfTY-RELATED problem, r;-
gardless of what it is will eventually havr to go 
before a Board. No nutter who you take your 
problen: to, or who helps you with it, ii still has 
to go before a Board. Everything eventually 
goes before a Board at WSU. 
Your "problem" has to be submitted, on a 
piece of yellow, carbon-backed paper, to a Board 
that decides if it should be submitted to the 
Board that decide* which Board will decide if 
your problem goes before THE Board 
Now THE Board is composed completely of 
important University administrators who can 
only r.'ittl writing on yellow paper, and who 
would dJe before tAey would admit that such a 
thing as a University-related problem existed. 
THUS *OUK problem is simply a matter of 
definition. 
Thete is no point in petitioning » Board. The.'e 
is nr, hope for those tvfio try it. Onlv freshmen do 
it. 
Next ;s something that every freshman will 
eventually leant About, end has to face (God 
help them ail): advisors. 
FORGET ABOUT entrance tests, grade 
averages, degree requirements, and all that 
nonsense. The real test of whether or not you 
can make it in college is your advisor. 
If you can survive a full year of their insane 
antics, then the rest of college will be nothing 
but a breeze for you. 
The only thing you have to remember about 
your advisor is simple: DON'T EVER GO TO 
ONE FOR ADVICE. Try ANYONE but an 
advisor. 
THE ONLY thing that anyone ever learned 
from an advisor was that no matter how many 
classes they take, they still have to take one 
more. 
Your advisor will never smile, and will have 
the ability to stare at you until you 'apse into a 
coma. Advisors were majors in "how to make 
someone in the same room with you as 
uncomfortable as humanly possible." 
The only people who enjoy advisor sessions 
are abnormal psychology majors. 
WHICH BRINGS us to the most feared ana 
distasteful subject of college: the BURSAR. No 
one has ever seen or wanted to see the 
BURSAR. Prayer is the only way to communi-
cate with HIM. HE sees and knows everything. 
HE controls all. 
Even the deans bow down before, and fear 
him. There is no way to avoid the BURSAR. 
Everyone must suffer the wrath and torture of 
HIS sen/ants. 
(If ever there were such a thing as complete 
equality on earth, it is at the hands of HIS 
servants at the BURSAR's windows. They see 
nothing except the color green.) 
COMMONLY-HEARD phrases at the win-
dows include: 
"Jesus, you beautiful lad' , how about let's 
you and me get married?" 
"I don't care what your Goddam little 
machine says. I ain't goin' back to my advisor." 
"What the f-ck?" 
Quiet resignation is the only course possible 
with the BURSAR. 
And now we come to a subject to which you 
pay close attention, as most all freshman suffer 
from extreme delusion here. This is the most 
familiar topic in college: college classes. 
MUCH HAS been written about college 
classes at universities throughout the nation, 
and so only a few of the basic points need to be 
mentioned about WSU classes. 
First item, if at all possible. DON'T GO. 
Second item: professors - extreme caution 
must always be used when dealing with your 
teachers, as they are verytemperamentalbeings. 
YOU MUST always keep in mind that college 
professors are liberals when dealing with 
(See 'FRESHMAN' page 5) 
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Freshman learns the ropes at the Right State for you 
(continued from page 4] 
someone else's problems, but are what may be 
loosely put (and a grand understatement), 
radical conservatives when it comes to their own 
troubles. 
(Incidently, constantly calling your teacher 
"professor" in class, and in a deep, loud, 
ominous tone will most always guarantee you a 
C). 
You must never correct your professor in 
public or private. They are busy people with too 
many things to worry about without hiving to 
think about being wrong about something. 
THE BEST way to get along with your 
professor is to agree with everything he/she 
says, and flatter them right out of their skulls. 
They love it. 
Tennant woes 
By SALLY SLUSHER 
Guardian Columnist 
Someone upstairs likes Mark and someone 
else breaks out into hysterical laughter at 1:00 
a.m. at leas'twice a week. The only album they 
own is Kenny Loggins and they walk around 
with bricks tied to their feet. 
How do I know all these things about the 
strangers above me? 1 live in Wright State's 
beautiful new University Apartments. 
WHEN MY bedroom doorknob fell off in my 
hand again this morning I felt it was time to 
reveal what really goes on down that path that 
winds past the water tower. 
Some mornings I get lucky and wake up to the 
sound of my alarm clock But other days I arise 
two hours early to the whining water pipes in the 
kitchen. 
1 don't need a refreshing shower with Coast to 
open my eyes. I'm plenty alert after I smack my 
head against the seat in the shower stall. 
NO. I'M not short. The shower is just upside 
down. 
After regaining my focus I hold my breath and 
climb out. You see the curtain will fall with even 
the slightest breeze. 
I sort through toothpaste, aspirin and other 
things that would go in the medicine cabinet 
that isn't there until 1 find ray blowdryer. 
NOW THE fun begins. 
Unless I want a permanent fro 1 have to 
straddle the stream of water that flows out of the 
shower, around the wall, under the sink and 
across the floor where it empties onto the carpet 
in the hallway. 
When I'm done I find myself reaching for the 
aspirin. 
I TIPTOE across the puddles back to my room 
and look for a towel to soik them up with. I 
usually use the same towel 1 stuffed in the 
cracks around (he window the night before <o 
stop the cold air from freezing my housep'ants. 
Grabbing my books I head for the front d o c 
and open it. The snow that fell last night won't 
be hard to tromp th.-ough on the way to school. 
It's the drift that fell onto the living room floor 
that's going to be hard to get over. 
I can't wait to get home. 
DftTSUN 
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If your professor is female, tell her that if 
you can't have her you will kill yourself and that 
life only has meaning when your in her class. 
If your professor is male, and you're female, 
come to his class u.J ed and tell him that is the 
only way you'll ever feel comfortable around 
him. 
THIRD ITEMi cheat - cheat on your home 
work. Cheat on your quizzes. Cheat on your 
mid-terms . and cheat on your finals. If you 
think you're above cheating, hire someone to do 
it for you. (This is a must if you plan on graduate 
school.) 
Those idiots who are always down on cheating 
simply realize that an honest person doesn't 
stand a chance against a good cheater. Be 
realistic about it; if you can cheat, who needs to 
be smart? 
Fourth item: freshman English - this is a 
special category by itself and so deserves a 
special mentioning. The simple fact is that no 
one can survive freshmen English teachers - no 
one. It can't be done. r 
ANYONE WHO tries it either suffers a 
nervous breakdown; or worse, becomes an 
English major. 
The only two possible alternatives are 1) date 
the teacher, thus assuring yourself a free ride; 
or 2) shoot the teacher on the first day of class, 
thus letting the substitute know you're not one 
with whom to argue. 
Freshman English classes were dreamed up 
by the Academic Requirement Board a! a 
cocktail party one night, when someone spiked 
the punch with LSD; a bad trip. 
FIFTH ITEM: tight o'clock classes - this is 
something that must be avoided at any cost. If 
you have to leave school and work digging 
ditches, fine. 
Generally only those who lack common sense 
and have masochistic tendencies, or worse (i.e. 
medical students) . arc found in eight o'clock 
classes. No freshman should hang around with 
any of them. 
Freshmen, you've been amply warned. I only-
hope it's not too late... 
THE H 
CAREER-OPPORTUNITY 
COMPARISON TEST 
Can you be working as a civilian in rhe most state of-the-art 
environment in the world? 
r-s Will your professional responsibilities be challenging and 
^ career building In an entry level position ? 
VMI1 your initiative be encouraged and your capabilities visible? 
vf VMI you be offered a fine selection of accessible institutions where you can continue your education tuition free' 
Will the comprehensive training program you receive 
" immediately accele'ate your pay level? 
Can you be shown exactly how far your potential will rake you 
in 5 years* 
Check Out These 
PERFECT SCORE 
CIVILIAN ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND ACTIVITIES 
Electrical Industrial 
Mechanica l E lec t ronic 
A e r o s p a c e M a t e r i a l s 
The Aeronautical Systems Divisional Wright-Patterson Alt Fotce Base 
has an assignment worthy of all the nights you've spent burning the 
midnight oil —the planning, research, development, testing and 
acquisition of all U.S. Air Force aeronautical weapon systems 
Immediate civilian positions exist in turbine and ramjet engine 
technology, flight vehicle aerodynamic s. structures, flignt control and 
control design, materials 
communications 
nalssance and 
livery These 
unrivaled 
Sor innovation 
precedents 
stretching 
Our civilian 
fessionals have 
Ohio, a super 
you like to breathe 
.41 around If city 
sryle. you can have it 
from King s Island to 
research, navigation, 
surveillance, recon-
weapons de 
areas offer 
opportunity 
for setting 
. and for 
your abilities 
team of pro-
found Dayton, 
place to live if 
the open air, it's 
hustle suits your 
in Dayton Everything 
Fort Meigs is tucked 
into a short drive And Cincinnati with it's pra-essioial iports, culture 
and night life is right next door 
There's no red tape in coming on board. We can hire you without 
BureaucratJc delay The Aeronautical Systems Division has been 
mighty good at getting places fast Let us tell you how we can do the 
same for your career. 
WE ARE INTERVIEWING O N CAMPUS 
March 26. 1980 
IN THE PLACEMENT OFflCE. 
SIGN IP r O R AN APPOINTMENT 
O R CONTACTi Charles I Wtchett 
Ait Force Civilian Career Recruiting Counselor 
Aeronautical Systems Division 
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, OHIO 45433 
(59 3)255-3945 255-3796 
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News Shorts 
TODAY 
Free Denlrl Screening 
A denial screening will be 
provided to students, faculty and 
staff free of charge in Student 
Health Services. 068 Allyn. on 
Tuesday. March 4 from 9.30 • 
5:00. This program is sponsored 
by Student Health Services |n 
cooperation with the Dayton 
Dentai Society. 
THURSDAY 
Pre-Business 
A pre-business workshop for 
prospective entrepreneurs will 
be conducted Thurs., March 6 at 
the University of Dayton. 
Topics will include: Marketing 
Your New Business; Financial 
Factors: Business Records: Takes 
and Regulations; Insurance Con-
sideration: and sources of Capital. 
There is a S5 conference fee. 
For registration and additional 
information contact Nanine Mit 
cjiell. Conference Coordinator, at 
229-3115. 
Writer's Workshop 
Sinclair Community Col-
lege's thirteenth annual 
Waiter's Workshop will be 
held March 6th and 7th. i980. 
March 6th in Blair Hal! 
Theatre at 7:30 p.m. novelist 
and short stcry writer, Ann 
Beattie, a frequent contributor 
to the New Yorker magazine, 
will be the guest speaker. The 
film "Head Ovir Heels," 
based on Ms. Beattie's novel 
"Chilly Scenes of Winter", 
will be continously shown 
March 6th and 7th. She is also 
the author of "Distortions" 
snd "Secrets c-r-d Surprises ", 
two collections of ahors stories. 
On March 7th the work-
shops will be conducted by 
Suzanne Clauset, TV and film 
script writer; Dennis Hensley. 
magazine free lance writer; 
Caroline Richards, novelist: 
Sandra Love, children's litera-
ture writer; and James Geibel. 
voung adult fiction writer. 
Contact Gary Mitchner a; 
226-2594 or 299-1663 for regis-
tration information. 
International Educational Ex-
change (CIEE). In its tenth year 
of operation, the program cuts 
through the red tape that student 
when they want to work overseas. 
Participants must find their 
own jobs, but they receive htlp 
from cooperating student organi-
zations in each country. In France 
and New Zealand, they may work 
during the summer; in Britain 
and Ireland, they may work at any 
time of the year for ap to six 
monts and fo ir months rcspec 
lively. The jobs are usually 
unskilled - in factories, depart-
ment stores, hotels, etc. • but 
they pay enough to cover the cost 
of room and board. A typical job 
might be that of a chambermaid 
«.r porter in a hotel in London's 
West End. Last summer, one 
enterprising student found work 
as a wool presser on a New 
Zealand sheep farm. 
Students nust be at least 18 
years old and able to prove their 
student status. To work in 
France, they must be able to 
speak French. For more informa-
tion and application forms, con-
tact CIEE. Dept. PR-WA. 205 
East 42nd Street, New York, NY 
10017; or 312 Sutter Street. San 
Francisco. CA 94108. 
University Commencement 
Committee 
Help us serve you! The Univer-
sity Commencement Committee 
wants to determine what students 
want concerning commencement 
ceremonies. We make recom-
mendations to President Kcger-
reis. Please let us know what you 
want by filling out the surveys 
that w ill be available March 25 in 
the Student Government offices-
191 Allyn and 033 University 
Center. 
National Wheelchair 
Basketball Tourney 
Wright State University will 
host the National lntcrcollegiate 
Wheelchair Basketball Tourna-
ment on the weekend of March 14 
ano !5. Open to the public, 
marches will 6e at !i a.m. and 1 
p.m. each day. in the WSU 
Physical Education Building 
There will be a SI per day 
admission charp/;. Accommoda-
tions for large groups are avail-
able. For more information, call 
head coach Willie Gayle at 
873-2773, 
COMING UP 
Work Abroad Program 
New. more than ever befote, 
students can reduce the cwt of a 
trip nbroaS by living and working 
in another country, Tlsis summer, 
hundreds of U.S. students will 
find jobs in France. Ireland. Great 
Britain and New Zealand through 
the WORK ABROAD program 
sponsored by the Cousici! on 
Muck Ado Revue 
Talent entry blanks are avail 
able in the Information Center. 
Office os Student Development, 
and the Activities Office for the 
Much Ado Revue scheduled 
Thurs.. May 1 in the Cafeteria of 
the University Center. Talent 
entry blanks must be returned to 
Student Development (122 Allyn) 
by April 1. 1980 at 5 p.m. 
Talent auditions will be held 
April 8 9. and 10. 
News shorts are a publk 
service offered by The Baity 
Guardian to campus and area 
organizations. 
News Shorts should be 
typed, double-spaced an-
nouncements of Interest to the 
University community. 
Also, New Shorts are pri-
marily for the use of non-profit 
•rganlzatlonj. Occasionally, 
paid announcements may be 
Included. 
For further Information or 
submission of News Shorts, 
contact Bob Myers, News 
editor, at The Daily Guardian, 
046 UC or extension 2505. 
The Daily Guardian reserves 
the right to edit for style and 
space considerations. 
Early Music Center 
The Early March with a 
established in MArch with a 
seed money grant from the 
Yellow Springs Village Coun-
cil. has now completed two 
terms of instruction. 
The Center has introduced 
over twenty people to the joys 
of playing recorder, krum-
mhorn, viola dc gamba. and 
harpsichord, both alone in 
small ensembles colleagues. 
The staff members, all of 
whom have advanced degrees 
in music, also teach basic 
sight-singing, a madrigal 
group, and a class in "Intro-
duction to the Harpsichord." 
Scholarship aid is available, 
based on need. Any interested 
reader is invited to telephone 
767-8181 for further infor-
mation. 
Art Exhibition 
And Sale 
A special exhibition and sale 
of Original Oriental Art will be 
presented on Wednesday. Mar 
12. 1980 at the WSU Creative 
Arts Center in the Student 
Lounge from 10:00 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. 
Marson Ltd. of Baltimore. 
Maryland specializes in exhib-
iting for sale a collection of 
Original Oicntal Art totaling 
approximately 500 pieces from 
Japan. China. India. Tibet. 
Nepal and Tn?iland. The 
oldest prints date back to the 
18th and 19th Century and 
include Chinese woodcuts. In-
dian miniature paintings and 
manuscripts and master works 
by such artists as Hiroshige. 
Kunivoshi. and Ktinisada. 
The modern pieces consist of a 
large group of original wood-
cuts. etchings, lithographs, 
scrigraphs and mezzotints cre-
ated by sueti world renowned 
contemporaries as Saito, 
Azechi. Mori. Katsuda. and 
Maki. 
A representative will be 
present to answer questions 
about the work, artists, and 
the various graphic techniques 
employed. Prints arc shown in 
open portfolios in an informal 
atmi sphere and you are 
invited to browse through! this 
fascinating and well-described 
collection. 
The price range is wide and 
there is a treasure to be found 
for most everyone's budget. 
Aldredge Scholarship 
A SI.000 cash prize and an 
opportunity to perform with 
the Chautaugua Symphony 
Orchestra are being offered in 
the 1980 Aldredge Piano Scho-
larship competition at Chau-
Saugua Institution. 
The national scholarship is 
open to pianists, ages 17-27. 
for seven weeks of study this 
summer at Chautaugua's mu-
sic school. 
Selection of the award reci-
pient will be made on the basis 
of audition tapes and recom-
mendations submitted to 
Chautaugua by Tuesday. April 
1. Further information may be 
obtained by writing the School 
Office, box 28. Chautaugua 
Institution. Chautaugua. N.Y. 
14722. 
Burkhardt Basketball 
The 1980 Burkhardt Invita-
tional Basketball Tournament 
is to be held at Burkhardt 
Center. 215 Burkhardt Ave. 
Deadline for entries is Mar. 
1st. Entry blanks and fees 
must be in on or before March 
I st. 1980 to Division of Rccrca-
tion. 101 W. Third Street, Box 
22, Dayton. Ohio 45401. 
Tournament drawing will be 
held Monday. March 10 at 
Burkhardt Recreation Center. 
Entry fee is S50.00 per 
team. The tournament will 
start the week of March 17th. 
Playing times will be 6:00. 
7:00. 8:00. 9:00 p.m. 
Student Expeditions 
The Expedition Training In-
stitute. a non-profit national 
field school for high school and 
college students, is offering 21 
research expedition! in the 
natural and environmental sci-
ences this summer. Over 300 
students from across the coun-
try are expected to participate. 
They are taught skills such 
as mountaineering. SCUBA 
diving, first aid. kayaking, and 
navigation, to allow safe travel 
in and out of the wilds where 
the field reserch is to be 
conducted 
Small groups of students are 
led by university professors, 
experienced outdoorsmen. and 
teachcrs. Projects usually last 
from three to four weeks and 
cost about SHOO. Both aca-
demic credit and scholarships 
are available. 
For more information and 
application forms, write to the 
Expedition Training Institute, 
P.O. Box K3. Beverlly Farms. 
Massachusetts 01915, or call 
(617) 922-0577. 
Rolling Stock Co. 
The Rolling Stock Company 
Readers Theatre troupe an-
nounces auditions for a Sci-
ence Fiction production, "Pes-
ticide. Ducks, Cars and Other 
Aliens." This short presenta-
tion will be performed in 
Chicago on April 10. and cast 
members' expenses will all be 
paid by RSC. Tryouts will be-
held in Room 109 Millctt on 
Thursday. March 6 at 3:30 and 
on Friday. March 7 at 3:00. 
For more information call Dr. 
Bill Rickcrt in the Communi-
cation Department, 873-2354. 
Auditions arc open to all 
members of the University co 
community. 
Memorial Hall Plays 
Two well-known persons 
will be portrayed in a special 
benefit performance at Dayton 
Memorial Hall on Saturday 
March 22. at 8 p.m. 
"Step into History with 
Frearick Douglass. Journalist. 
Statesman, and Abolitionist" 
as played by William Marshall 
will highlight the great effect 
of this man's life on our 
present society and reveal 
some interesting and little 
known personal accomplish-
ments. 
TEVYE, the pensive but 
amusing father from the Fidd-
ler on the Roof will be played 
by Jerry Jarrett. He will 
present songs, dance, stories, 
and humor from the long 
running play. 
Tickets available at S5-. $7-, 
or S10 at ticket outlets. For 
information call Mrs. Marion 
Adair at 226-2708 or 226-2944. 
Reagan Meeting 
"Students for Reagan" is 
now forming at WSU. accord-
ing to Elwood E. (Sandy) 
Sanders II. Provisional Chair-
man. Sanders says that SFR 
will have a meeting on March 
28th at 2:00 at Wright State, 
attended by Thomas Mills. 
Field Representative for this 
area. The meeting is open to 
all students interested in see-
ing Ronald Reagan elected 
President. For further infor-
mation. contact Sandy Sanders 
at N4S4, or 878-2959. 
IS THIS 
WHAT YOUR 
KISSES 
TASTE LIKE? 
American I 
Cancer Society* 
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Jeff Bragg says Raider season disappoints him 
By CHUCK ARBAUGH 
Guardian Sporta Writer 
Wright State junior forward 
Jeff Bragg, like the rest of his 
teammates, can describe the 
1979-80 basketball season in one 
word: disappointment. 
"Even though we won 2S 
games, it was a disappointing 
season because of the Eastern 
Illinois loss. Our team had set a 
goal of winning it all, and anytime 
your goal falls short, it's disap-
pointing." said Bragg. 
BRAGG HAD a number of roles 
on this year's Raiders. "My role 
switched during the course of the 
season. I started out as the sixth 
man, someone who was counted 
on to contribute when he was 
called upon. 
"But a i the season progressed. 
I felt I had to get my game 
together. At the end. 1 was mainly 
spelling Roman and Rod." 
Jeff is a chemistry major with a 
pre-med orientation. Most of his 
leisure time right now in taken up 
by studying to go to Medical 
school. Jeff also enjoys golfing 
and swimming in the summer 
time. 
LOVE OF the spon of basket-
ball came at a very, very early age 
for Bragg. "1 first started playing 
basketball in the first grade, 
when I played with my brother 
and my friends. 
"I first played c rgani/ed ball in 
the sixth grade, and it wasn't too 
bad. since 1 was one of the tallest 
guys in my school." Bragg said. 
A versatile athlete at Marion 
High School in Indiana. Jeff was 
the quarterback on the football 
team, and was a pretty fair 
roundball player on the side. 
HE WAS his team's most 
valuable player his senior year, 
and was a coaches-UPI first-team 
All State selection. 
Bragg never needed any en-
couraging when it came to the 
desire to play basketball. "No-
body ever pushed mc to play, 
because I've always enjoyed it. 
The greatest thing was the way 
my father and mother always 
backed mc. in everything I did." 
When Jeff Bragg is on the 
court, he is unselfish, a man who 
would just as soon pass as shoot. 
That description also fits Jef fs 
idol. Larry Bird. 
"I'VE ALWAYS admired Bird 
because of his unselfishness. He 
is a great scorer, but it's his 
passing that stands out. When 
someone is as great as Bird, that 
has to rub off on some other 
people." 
Starting the season slowly, 
Bragg caught fire at mid-season, 
and was described as the "New 
Jeff Bragg". He explained. "I 
just didn't have it all together 
early in the season. Over Christ-
mas break, I made an adjustment, 
and 1 got my shooting eye back." 
He added, "As practice went 
along. I gained more and more 
confidence. That was very impor-
Jeff Bragg 
tant. because confidence is every-
thing to a player. I only wish our 
ball club could have won it all, 
since we did have such a great 
season." 
Raider* still have hope as (bey look on during l antern IL'lnols game. 
By CHUCK ARBAUGH 
Guardian Spo.-t» Writer 
Senior center Stfve Hartings, 
appearing in what could have 
been his final collegiate game, 
scored 28 points and hauled down 
7 rebounds to iead Y right Slate 
to an 88-85 victory c-vet !=diana 
State-Evansville in -Saturday ev-
ening's 3rd >!ace consolation 
game at the P.E. building. 
Hsrtings, d»e » an injury-
marred freshman year, is seeking 
an extra year of eligibility. His 
il<4p waited apply now 24 
openings #6.10 -ili.SO per 
hour on tnr average. Flexible 
hours. Call 43S-8398 between 
12:00 mpa and 3-OC p.m. 
first request was turned down, 
but an appeal was made that is 
still in the decision-making pro-
cess. 
WSU'a SHOOTING hands were 
ice cold in the early going, as 
Indiana-Evansville jumped out to 
a commending 24-8 lead at 13:59 
of the first half. At that point in 
the contest, the Raiders were 
shooting a meager 25 percent 
from t ie field. 
One Raitler who wasn't shoot-
i rs p'wly was Hartings. The 
Maria Stein product scored 16 
first-half points, and it was his 
jumper over 7-6% John Hollitsden 
thai' tied the ball game at 41 going 
into the intermission. 
It was the inspired play of 
Hartings and a late flurry by 
Roman Welch that enabled WSU 
Guardian photo by CatUee Vance 
to go into halftime deadlocked 
with ISU-Evansville. 
THE SECOND half began as 
the first half did. with Wright 
State unable to hit the bottom of 
the basket. A technical foul on 
Raider coach Ralph Underhill 
resulted in Indiana State-Evans-
ville's biggest lead of the second 
half. 53-43. 
A three-point play by Hartings 
turned the tide at the 14:58 mark, 
cutting ISUE's lead to 55-48. 
"They weren't keying on me 
quite as much in the game. !t was 
tough, though, because Hollinden 
was the first guv I've had to look 
up at this season, and he was an 
intimidating factor," said Hart-
ings. 
THE SFCOND half saw the 
momentum swing back and forth. 
SEE WHY WRIGHT STATE'S LEADING PHOTOGRAPHERS 
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Hartings and Raiders go out with pride, style 
A Bill Wilson jumper cut Indiana 
State-Evansville's lead to 67-64 at 
8:06 of the second half. Then, just 
as quickly, ISUE opened up a 
73-66 lead. 
Finally, the Raiders turned the 
tables on ISU-Evansville. as a 
Wilson jumper cut the lead to 
one, 79-78. with about 4'/i 
minutes to go in the game. 
"We shot poorly all night, but 
we knew we were better than they 
were. The victory was a good way 
to end it," Wilson said. 
A STALL by ISUE backfired, as 
the Raiders regained control of 
the ball due to an over-and-back 
violation. 
The two teams then traded 
baskets, until it was time for the 
Roman Welch show. The junior 
forw ard stole a pass and raced for 
an explosive s!arn dunk that 
finally gave WSU the lead. 84-83. 
Ironically, it was four tree 
throws, two cach by Hartings and 
Bill Wilson, that iced the victory 
for Wright State. 
THE TWO seniors left the 
game to standing ovations, a 
tribute to a couple of fine men 
who have been integral parts of 
Raider basketball for the pact four 
years. 
Hartings was followed in the 
scoring column by Roman 
Welch's 23 points and Wilson's 
13. ISU-Evansville was topped by 
Dan Labhart's 17 points and John 
Hollinden's 16. 
Hartings. labhart, and Hollin-
den were named to the All-Tourn-
ament team for their outstanding 
play over the weekend. 
"HARTINGS AND Wilson both 
had tremendous games in their 
finales. Our win was a total team 
effort, though, because everyone 
played, and everyone contri-
buted. It was a tough win. 
because thev shot well all night, 
and made 12 in a row in one 
spurt. 
"A lot of teams would have 
given up against that kind of 
shooting, but wc played hard and 
hustled, and that really made the 
difference," said Underhill. 
Although the Eastern Illinois 
loss was definitely a downer. 
Wright State's baskctballers can 
indeed be proud. 
A SEASON in which a team 
wins 25 games doesn't happen 
any old year. This Raider group 
did have enormous talent, but it 
also had another valuable quality: 
PRIDE. 
"We were playing for pride, 
and pride alone. I'm just glad I 
saved my best game for last. It 
was a damn good way to go out. 
and 1 just wanted to go out 
looking good," said Hartings. 
Bill Wilson and Coach Underhill discuss Raiders situation as 
scoreboard tell* the stors. 
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Raiders lose 
in first round 
(cWfoued from page /) 
countless times this season. 
Figuring lhat his playert might 
be a little winded from the fast 
pace they had set. he sent in three 
substitutes. 
THERE WAS no real reason for 
concern because these guys had 
played equally well as the starters 
during the last part of the season. 
Surely there was no reason to 
thint that in less than two 
minutes the whole complexion of 
the game would be changed for 
the rest of the evening? 
By the time Underhill brought 
back the starting 1'jieup minus 
center center Steve Hartings. who 
was on the bench with two fouls, 
Eastern had cut the lead to three 
points al 23-20. 
THE RAIDERS moved the lead 
back to five, however, another 
spurt by Eastern put them in the 
lead at 26-25. WSU only man-
aged four points in the final five 
minutes of play. 
Eastern took a 30-29 lead into 
the lockerroom and left Ihe crowd 
stunned at what had taken place 
in the last eight minutes. 
The Raiders did take the lead 
again in the second half for a brief 
time at 37-6. But that didn't last 
long as the Panthers scored four 
straight points to take a 40-37 
lead that they would not relin-
quish. 
IT BECAME apparent, with 
about six minutes left, that the 
Raiders were not going to be able 
to pull it out. 
They trailed by 13 and even 
though everyone knows they had 
the potential of running off a 
string of ten points before you can 
Panthers Chuck Turii (far left) beads baek up court as Ms lay-up goes 
basket. 
blink your eye. it didn't appear 
that they had the momentum to 
do it. 
Ever though it was a tough 
defeat to swallow, the WSU fans 
who have been so supportive of 
the Raiders this year, showed 
their appreciation for a season of 
tremendous basketball by chan-
ting WE ARE WRIGHT STATE 
WE ARE WRIGHT STATE as 
the final seconds ticked off the 
clock. 
THEN. FOR the first time in 
through the 
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fifteen games this year, they left 
the P.E. building having seen the 
Raiders on the; losing end. The 
last time they lost was in the 
finals of the Great Lakes Regional 
last year to St. Joseph's of 
Indiana. 
Women's basketball wins, loses 
Bv DWAYNE JACKSON 
Guardian Sports Wrlter 
The WSll women's basketball 
team blasted the Mountees of St. 
Joseph 40 to 56 Friday night, 
before bowing to the University of 
Dayton 86 to 48 in the OA1SW 
finals Saturday. 
The win over the Mount was 
the Raider's second victory 
against St. Joseph this year, and 
insured the Raiders a spot in the 
finch It was especially sweet, 
because until this year the 
Raiders had never beaten Mount. 
THE CONTEST was close in ht 
the early going, and the score was 
tied several times. Midway 
through the first half. WSU 
managed a two-point lead and. 
afttr forcing several traveling 
calls with aggressive defense, the 
Raiders built a ten-point lead. 
"The Raiders are much more 
aggressive than I've e;*er seen 
them." coach Jean Dovell of 
Mount said in reference to the 
swarming WSU defense. "We 
lost some of «*r guard strength 
last year antCflpy look advaUWJ* 
of .t with .MM* press". * • 
continued. 
Coach Davis substituted early 
anu frequently keeping a fresh 
group of players in wearing downt 
the Mounts starters. Five of the 
Raiders scored in double figures, 
and all but one of the Raiders thai 
played scored. 
••THIS WAS the best game that 
I've seen them plav". Pat Davis 
said. "The press that we applied 
was an important part of our 
offense. They hustled and exe-
cuted the defense well, but even 
more importantly, they showed 
the defense patiencc and allowed 
the game to come to them " 
The contest with the University 
of Dayton was. however, a 
different chapter in another book. 
Ann Meyers and company, the 
No. I division II team in the 
country for most of this year, took 
our younger Raider team out 60 ta 
48. Meyer led all scorers w>th 24 
points followed by tcMMMtc 
Carol Lamir.ers with 21. 
Jodi Martin and Jeanne Hkv-
mann of WSU made th« ali-tout 
nament team along with Bev 
Crusoe. Carol Lam .tiers an* Am 
Meyers of U.D. Julie 
Jeanne's sister from 
Joseph's, also made 
tourney team. 
:h( 
Six foot David slays Goliath, 
but in the basketball version 
.VER'S 
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By CHUCK ARBAUGH 
Guardian Sports Writer 
There was a biblical setting to 
Friday night's Northern Michigan 
and Indiana Statc-Evansville 
matchup. It was David vs. 
Goliath: Northern's 6-0. 175 lb.. 
Fjnie Montgomety. going against 
7-6 Vt. 2j3 lb., John Hollinden. jf 
Indiana-Evansville. 
Like the biblical outcome, 
Montgomery (David) pulled off 
the miracle victory, as did 
Northern Mich."in. 93-83. over 
Indiana Statu-Evansvillc. 
MONTGOMERY WAS al! over 
the court, icoring 24 points, 
handiag -a t U aatists, sod 
making 7 k«ry rtetfs tor Northern 
Michigan 
Every time that Indiana-Evuris-
ville seemed to be making a 
comeback, it was Montgomery 
coming up with the steal or the 
good pass to swing the momen-
tum back Northern's way. 
Hollinden was indeed a big 
factor *nside for Indiana State-
Evansvtlle. The big guy domi-
nated underneath, picking off II 
rebounds to go with his team-high 
24 points. 
WHILE HOLUNDEN was Mr. 
Inside for Indiana-Evansville, 
Dan Labhart was Mr. Outside. 
The 6-1 guard kept Northern 
Michigan at bay in the first half 
with his accurate outside bomb-
ing. 
Labhart got the hot hand near 
the end of the opening h/Jf. 
hitting two jumpers at the 2:30 
mark to cut Northern s lead to 
37-35. 
Just when it appeared th»*. 
Indiana State-Evansville was 
making a run, guess who stepped 
into the picture? No doubtl ft was 
Montgomery, making two steals 
and a basket to lengthen North-
ern's lead to 42-35. 
THE HALF saw N. Michigan 
ahead by a semi-comfortable 
margin, 42-36. Then, It was 
lightning-quick Montgomery 
starting the second half as he 
ended the first half, with an 
uncontested layup. 
While Ernie M. cootiaoed his 
floor show, something else sud-
denly cane into focus. 
Northern Michigan had a cen-
ter. too. With all of the attentior 
focused on 7-6'/i John Hollinden. 
everyone seemed to overlook 
Northern's pivot. Mark Minde-
man. 
M1NDEMAN MADE the peo-
ple notice, holding his own with 
Hollinden in both halves, and in 
fact equalling Hollinden's scoring 
production, with 24 points of his 
own. 
The second half was a personal 
battle between Hollinden and 
mindeman. At 5:00 of the second 
half, the two traded baskets. 
Then about thirty seconds later, it 
was Hollinden tawing, and then 
Mindeman. 
The duel between the Mg guys 
was interrupted by a play that 
brought the whole center of the 
ball game into focus. 
NORTHERN MICHIGAN 
caught Hollinden off-guard in-
side, and lobbed the ball to the 
little guy, Ernie Montgomery. 
Hollinden was too late, and the 
little man again triumphed over 
the big nan. 
A slain dunk by Mindeman 
sealed the victory for Northern, as 
dutch-free throw shooting by 
(who else?) Montgomery pot the 
finishing touches on a hand-
earned Northern Michigan vic-
tory. 
